The Effect of Direct Gas Fluorination on Medical Grade Poly(methyl methacrylate)
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Abstract
Medical-grade poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is extensively employed in the fabrication of a variety of medical implants, including intraocular lenses (IOLs). However, a postoperative complication that leads to the failure of the implanted intraocular lenses has been recently identified. This process, termed calcification, occurs when calcium-containing deposits accumulate on the surface of the IOL. In this study direct gas fluorination was used to modify the surface of PMMA in an attempt to increase the service lifetime of the material in optical applications. PMMA discs exposed to a 20% fluorine/nitrogen gas mixture for 24 h were compared with untreated PMMA discs serving as control samples. Over time, both surface-fluorinated and untreated PMMA samples immersed in a simulated aqueous humour solution (SAHS) (pH 7.4, 35˚C) were used to carry out in vitro studies. Attenuated total refractive Infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), coupled with Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX), showed that calcium-containing surface deposits were less abundant on surface-fluorinated PMMA compared with the control samples, indicating that the fluorinated surface was acting as a barrier to the deposits. Gravimetric analysis data showed that the decreased rate of diffusion compared with that of a control sample was due to the fluorinated surface.
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1. Introduction
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is a versatile polymer used in a variety of ocular applications ranging from the optics of rigid intraocular lenses (IOLs) to use in the haptics of IOLs. It is important that every material designed to be implanted within the eyes’ biological fluids [1] is compatible with this environment. Since the first
IOL implantation performed by Harold Ridley in November 1949, PMMA still remains the foremost material with which current intraocular lenses are compared to [2]. Even though PMMA implants are being replaced by foldable hydrophilic and silicone IOLs to reduce trauma to the eye during surgery in some countries, PMMA IOLs are still widely used especially in the developing world. Hydrophilic IOLs are made up of a co-polymer of hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) and methyl methacrylate (MMA), which enable them to have an increased water content to allow for flexibility in the lens.

Cases of post-operative calcification of IOLs, wherein calcium-containing deposits built up on the surface of the IOL, have been reported as early as 1999 [3] [4]. This complication is more apparent in hydrophilic IOLs, possibly due to surface hydroxyl groups of the acrylate polymer undergoing complexation with calcium ions to form nuclei that trigger the growth of crystallites of calcium [5]. This process eventually results in opacification and failure of the IOL following cataract surgery [6] [7]. Calcification is a problem of growing concern as it causes the patients to experience repeat trauma to the eyes when the failed implant has to be removed; however, to date a clear explanation for its mechanism of formation has not yet been agreed. Some proposed that mechanisms included two main classifications of calcification, namely, primary and secondary. Primary calcification is a result of the material itself, whereby any flaws in the material act as nucleation sites to initiate calcium mineralisation [8]; secondary calcification is a result of the ocular environment that the IOL surface has been exposed to, if any pre-existing medical conditions of the patient cause an increase in calcium concentration [9].

There have been substantial studies carried out upon explanted opacified silicone and hydrophilic based IOLs to assess any calcium-containing deposits [10]. However the present in vitro work is the first of its kind studying the calcification of medical-grade PMMA and the application of direct fluorination to hinder the calciferous deposits. This surface modification can be a possible solution for opacification of PMMA based IOLs, which are employed in large numbers, particularly within developing countries.

There are many different methods in which a polymer surface can be usefully modified, with fluorination being a technique currently in use with contact lenses [11]. Elemental fluorine has successfully been employed within petrol tanks to enhance the barrier properties of high density polyethylene (HDPE). This direct fluorination surface modification effectively reduces the loss of petrol caused by diffusion of liquids through the tank walls [12]. An effective way to fluorinate a material is by the substitution of the hydrogens, attached to carbon, with the use of an electrophilic fluorinating reagent. With one of the least expensive and most reactive agents being fluorine gas itself [13]. It was therefore proposed that fluorinating the materials used for intraocular lenses might improve their surface properties and keep the bulk properties intact. In previous literature, modifications applying direct gas fluorination to modify a minimal surface depth of IOLs have been used with the aim of reducing bacterial adhesion [14], however direct gas fluorination with the aim of hindering calcification has not been studied before.

2. Experimental Details
2.1. Materials Used

High molecular weight medical-grade PMMA discs (2.5 mm thickness and 10 mm diameter) were used in this study. 50% of the discs were exposed to a 0.8 bar pressure of 20% fluorine/nitrogen gas mixture in a stainless steel chamber by Solvay Fluo, Germany. Samples were left in the chamber for 24 hours, and the chamber was periodically shaken to achieve fluorination all over the surface. The remainder of the untreated PMMA discs was used as controls.

Simulated aqueous humour solution (SAHS) was prepared from five Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) tablets (Fischer Scientific) dissolved in distilled water (1L) to make up the master solution at 37°C. The following materials were then added: NaCl (7.1943 g), NaHCO₃ (1.6801 g), KCl (0.2982 g), MgCl₂·6H₂O (0.1322 g), Na₂PO₄ (0.16801 g), CaCl₂·2H₂O (0.1911 g), Na₃PO₄ (0.16801 g), CaCl₂·2H₂O (0.1911 g), Na₂SO₄ (0.1846 g), urea (0.3663 g), glucose (0.5044 g), alanine (0.0223 g), serine (0.0841 g), valine (0.0293 g) (all from Sigma-Aldrich) and sodium lactate (0.5043 g) (Alfa Aesar). 1% sodium hyaluronate in PBS was prepared by dissolving sodium hyaluronate (0.2500 g) in 25 ml of PBS. 110 µL of this was added to the master solution of SAHS. 450 µL of a 30% albumin solution was also added to the master solution of SAHS using a pipette, and the solution was mixed thoroughly. It was then filtered using Whatman #6 filter paper, and the pH was adjusted to be between 6.8 and 7.0 with a few drops of hydrochloric acid (1M). The final solution was then incubated in the oven at 37°C.

The untreated and surface-fluorinated PMMA discs were immersed in SAHS and removed for analysis at
staggered time points over a period of two weeks. Prior to all analysis, carried out at room temperature, superficial fluid was removed by blotting the PMMA disc onto filter paper.

2.2. Gravimetric Analysis

The treated and untreated PMMA discs were immersed in SAHS (10 mL) and removed periodically for changes in mass to be recorded. The percentage weight gain/loss of the untreated and surface treated PMMA discs ($M_t$) immersed in SAHS was measured as a function of time using Equation (1), where $W_d$ denotes the initial weight of the sample prior to immersion in the SAHS, and $W_w$ is the weight of sample after immersion in SAHS.

\[
M_t(\%) = \frac{W_w - W_d}{W_d} \times 100
\]

Equation (1) The percentage weight gain/loss of PMMA samples, measured as a function of time

2.3. Surface Analysis via Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX)

The discs were prepared for analysis by mounting onto the SEM slide and coating the sample with thin, sputtered gold plating. Images were taken of those areas on the discs which had apparent deposits, using a Zeiss EVO 50 SEM with a beam current of 1.5 nA. The discs were then analysed using EDX (with a detection limit of 0.3 - 0.5 wt%), and the peaks labelled on the spectra, including the expected one for Au.

2.4. Attenuated Total Reflectance Infrared (ATR-IR)

ATR-IR was carried out on the PMMA discs using a Perkin Elmer Metler Toledo ATR-IR instrument. Once the background scan has been obtained, the sample of PMMA was placed onto the crystal. The spectrum was recorded from 4000 to 650 cm$^{-1}$ at a resolution of 4 cm$^{-1}$ using scan Number 32.

3. Results and Discussion

An ATR-IR scan of the surface treated PMMA was compared against the untreated PMMA to assess the degree of fluorination (Figure 1).

The main noted difference is the disappearance of the CH peaks at around 3000 cm$^{-1}$, due to the substitution of hydrogen atoms with fluorine, via the gas fluorination process. This can also be confirmed by the strong peaks in the region 1000 - 1400 cm$^{-1}$ which are characteristic of the CF$_3$ and CF$_2$ bonds that mask the C-O stretch. The differences that can be seen are identified in Table 1.

A point of interest is the peak that appeared adjacent to the C=O peak, at around 1750 - 1720 cm$^{-1}$. It is well known that fluorination can be accompanied by oxidation or often referred to as oxy-fluorination [15]. The oxygen impurity present within the fluorine gas can possibly result in the formation of acyl fluoride groups.

![Figure 1. ATR-IR of surface treated PMMA (red) and untreated PMMA (blue).](image-url)
(-COF), which would be seen at 1850 cm\(^{-1}\); however the ATR-IR spectrum of surface fluorinated PMMA shown in Figure 1 indicates no presence of acyl fluoride groups on the surface. Nevertheless these acyl fluoride groups, when exposed to moisture become hydrolysed to form carboxylic acid groups (-COOH), which would be identified through a C=O peak at 1750 cm\(^{-1}\). If we refer back to the ATR-IR spectra in Figure 1, a shoulder peak seen adjacent to the C=O vibration at 1750 - 1720 cm\(^{-1}\) on the surface fluorinated PMMA has been identified.

Depending upon the reaction conditions of gas fluorination, the depth to which the fluorine atoms penetrate into the PMMA can be adjusted. Therefore, it is possible that any un-reacted acyl fluoride groups (-COF) that are trapped within the polymer matrix may not convert freely to carboxylic acid groups (-COOH) as the fluorinated surface layer acts as a barrier to water penetrating within the polymer matrix. After the surface fluorinated discs had been immersed within the SAHS, they were analysed again using ATR-IR to determine whether any surface changes had occurred as a result of the immersion (Figure 2).

The infrared spectrum clearly shows that after immersion within the SAHS the surface fluorinated PMMA was altered. The C-F region at 1270 - 990 cm\(^{-1}\) initially decreased in intensity up until 288 hours, after which point it began increasing again. This could possibly be due to short polymer oligomers formed during the fluorination process, which when present upon the surface of the PMMA would mask the C-F stretch.

At the same time there is a re-appearance, after 120 hours immersion, followed by a disappearance after 696 hours, of the methyl CH\(_3\) and CH\(_2\) peaks at around 3000 cm\(^{-1}\). These surface changes may be due to the methyl-containing oligomers that are close to the surface. After 696 hours of immersion in SAHS, the surface methyl peaks present from any oligomers disappear, which is also matched with an increase in intensity and broadness of the C-F stretch. This again could be suggestive of the fact that the oligomers had been washed off the surface after a period of immersion. It could also be argued that the changes in the surface were due to any proteins/amino acids that may have deposited on the surface from the SAHS, but as there are no N-H peaks detected on the ATR-IR spectra, this theory is not a possible reason.

The diffusion behaviour of surface fluorinated and untreated PMMA was investigated for up to two weeks,

![Figure 2. ATR-IR spectra of surface treated PMMA (black) after immersion within SAHS for 120 hours (red), 288 hours (blue) and 696 hours (yellow).](image)

**Table 1. Identification of peaks seen in a surface fluorinated PMMA sample.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavenumber cm(^{-1})</th>
<th>Identification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3000 - 2800</td>
<td>Disappearance of CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1720</td>
<td>C=O stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1450 - 1350</td>
<td>Disappearance of C-H bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1270 - 990</td>
<td>C-F stretching masking C=O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>810,750</td>
<td>CH(_2) rocking intensity decreased with a noted broader peak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and the associated mass changes are shown in Figure 3. As the gravimetric analysis was only carried out over a short period, there was not sufficient data to calculate the diffusion coefficients, as a maximum absorption ($M_\infty$) point has not been reached [16] [17].

There is an initial rapid increase in mass of both the untreated and treated PMMA samples after immersion in the SAHS. Current literature suggests two main factors affecting the process by which water may diffuse/absorb into glassy polymer networks such as PMMA. The polymer chains may be arranged in ways which cause significant free volume (void spaces) to exist within the polymer network. It is within these spaces that the water molecules from the SAHS solution diffuse into the polymer and cause an increase in mass of PMMA immersed within a solution. The second factor favouring the water molecules’ penetration into the PMMA polymer network is hydrogen bonding to the polar oxygen sites on the MMA side-groups [18].

It is proposed that water molecules bonded close to the surface of the PMMA can attract ions to adhere to the surface. Previous studies have shown that diffusion triggers the process of calcification, whereby calcium containing deposits may be noticed on the PMMA surface after just seven days [19]. Therefore if we are able to hinder diffusion we may in turn delay calcification, or even prevent it.

Upon looking closely at the typical gravimetric data for the surface treated PMMA, it is clear that there was an initial decrease in the mass of the samples immersed within the SAHS in the first 24 hours. This could be accounted for by the fluorination process which may have damaged the polymer, and as seen in the ATR-IR, any oligomers present may have been washed off the surface after immersion thereby showing a decrease in weight in the initial periods. Fluorine reacts with hydrocarbon chains such as those at the surface of PMMA by a free-radical chain reaction mechanism in an exothermic reaction whereby hydrogen fluoride (HF) gas is produced as a by-product, as shown in Scheme 1.1 and Scheme 1.2.

If there was any oxygen present whilst the PMMA samples were exposed to the fluorine gas, this too could have caused fragmentation of the carbon backbone of PMMA. However, using an oxygen-free environment is very difficult as trace amounts of oxygen are usually present in commercial fluorine gas [20] [21]. Therefore, it is possible that the degradation of the carbon-carbon backbone of PMMA results in the production of short chain oligomers or other small molecules at the surface which would have been washed off after immersion within the SAHS, accounting for the initial weight loss.

It is also possible that oxygen, present as an impurity, reacted with the free radicals formed in Scheme 1.1 to form peroxy radicals. Once immersed in the SAHS, these peroxy radicals will undergo hydrolysis or H-abstraction, forming carboxylic acid groups (Scheme 1.3) and this again would cause a decrease in mass.

In an attempt to establish an accurate estimate of the diffusion rate, the surface treated PMMA gravimetric data was corrected by taking into account the amount of mass that had been washed off/lost from the sample, and typical values are plotted in Figure 4.
The corrected data does indicate that the rate of diffusion within the surface treated PMMA is slightly slower, but not significantly slower, than the untreated PMMA. However as the $M$ₚ point was not reached it is not possible to determine diffusion coefficients, but it is reasonable to conclude that if the diffusion rate is linked to increases in mass, then diffusion will occur slightly slower in surface-treated PMMA than untreated PMMA, as depicted in Figure 4.

In order to assess whether the diffusion process was triggering calcification, areas of the immersed untreated and surface treated PMMA samples were examined using SEM analysis, and images were captured of areas that had what appeared to be white deposits on the surface (Figure 5). The untreated PMMA after 7 days exhibited definite crystal-like structures, which when analysed using EDX were identified as calcium-containing deposits.

These initial deposits are able to grow over time and enter into the IOL matrix [22] which could cause primary calcification of the IOL. The Al and Pd peaks can be accounted for by pollutants in the atmosphere [23], and other elements such as Na, Mg and Cl which are present in the SAHS. The other elements that were detectable suggest that there is a possibility of more than one mechanism being involved in deposit formation [24], but in this study calcification is the mechanism of interest.

The untreated PMMA was analysed and areas on the surface of the IOL were captured in images using SEM (Figure 6) as comparisons. It is apparent that the fluorination had eliminated the ability of calcium containing
deposits to adhere to the surface as the images depicted a much clearer looking surface, containing none or very few deposits. Any regions which had what appeared to be deposits were analysed using EDX and only F, C and O peaks were detected, which are from the bulk material itself. This shows that the fluorination process was successful, and that the fluorination had created a barrier that not only stopped calcification, but also reduced the moisture uptake.

Figure 5. SEM (above) and EDX (bottom) of surface deposits on untreated PMMA disc 7 days after immersion within SAHS. EDX histogram shows Ca and P peak.
4. Conclusion

PMMA material of the type used for intraocular lenses was surface-treated via direct gas fluorination. Modified and unmodified discs were placed into simulated aqueous humour and incubated in a temperature controlled
oven at 35°C. Initially the gravimetric analysis indicated that fluorination had caused some structural degradation in the PMMA surface, which led to an initial decrease in mass of the fluorinated samples. Once the data had been corrected to take into account any initial weight loss, the surface fluorination process produced a barrier effect on the PMMA discs, which caused a slower rate of diffusion of water into the polymer network, compared with the untreated PMMA. This was accompanied by a reduction in the deposits that was noted on the surface of the fluorinated PMMA. The results support the theory that diffusion of water into the polymer free volume and binding at the polar oxygen sites provides a more favourable environment for calcification to initiate. Surface fluorination successfully hinders the formation of calcium-containing surface deposits. Therefore, it is a method that may in the future be applied to intraocular lenses to reduce the likelihood of repeat implant surgery.
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